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ETIVICITY AND POLITICAL TRUST: ARAPAHOE AND SHOSHONI CH.F.DREN

1. INTiODUCIION

. we must watdh the infant in his mother's arms; we
must see the first images which the external world casts
upon the dark mirror of.his mind, the first occurrences
that he witnesses; we must hear the first words which
awakenethe sleeping powers of thought, ahd stand by his
earliest efforts if we would understand the locejddices,

1111 the habits, and the passions whidh will rule his life.
The entire man is, so to speak, to be seen in the cradle
of the dhild.

(De Tocgueville, Democracy in America, pp. 27-28).

Although social scientists are now less willing then de Tocqueville
to'essert wi.h suCh forthright certitude that the prejudices, habits and
passions Whidh rule an adult's life are formed entirely When that adult
is a Child, we are still veky conscious that vital'and irreplaceable
learning takes place during the impressionable dhildhood years. Such
learning is important to every facet of our lives, asdke begin to function
in society. And While.language, motor dicilldand social interaction may

d be vital and important skills for dhildren to learn, we have alsobegun
to recognize that Children learn a great deal about political institutions,
processes and authorities,While-they are still young. Because we. still
believe, with de Tocqueville, that t.hildhood learning affects adult
behavior, we have/continued to be concerned with What Children know
about the political dytem, and their attitudes toward the political
system.

This study,pf childhood pcaitical socialization BocUses on one aspect
of attitudes toward the political system, political trust. "But it also%
focuses on the effects Whidh ethnicity, the prOduct of another sociali4-

.zation process, has cm levels of political trust. The study begins with
a diScussion of the conceptualization and gperationalization of the tenns.%.
ethnicity and political trust, and:then moves to anexamination of the.
effects of ethnicity on levels of trust in the federal, state and tribal.
governwents expressed by a group of Anerican indian Children.
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II. CONCiPTUALIZATICN AND CPERATIONALIZATION OF TER1S

A. 8THNICITY

/ We'haVe.lOng been.cogni:zant.of differences amomipeople as individuals
as groups, and we have been fascinated,.perNexed and, often, disturbed
such differences. In fact, we often see the world.beyord curselvei

gh a "we-they" diChotoMy that dhanges as our 14nts'and conditiong .

ange (Sartre, 1965). This didhotamized perception has been an aggregating
luence, if not a cause, cf some of the most violent andOestructive events

in hunan history (Toland, 1977), and seems destined to maintain'the separa=
tion of groups Bar the foreseeable future as well.

The subject cf-ethnicity, whidh is one way of perceiving differences
among people, has generated an .ever-increasing volume of both empirical
and theoretical literature (Barth, 1969; Greeley, 1971, 1974; Glazer and
Moynihan, 1975; Hicks and Leis, 1977; Giles,.1977; Patterson, 1977; Weiser,
1978;.Takaki, 1979), and it will continue'to,do so: as long as anyone thinks
that ethnic differences are of-any importance. The answer to Greeley .-
and McCready's question, "does Ethnicity Matter?" (1974) seems unanimoudly
to be yes, though students of ethnicity have had trouble deciding not
only %hat it is about ethnicity that matters, but What, in fact, ethnicity
is, how it can be defined, and'how it can be operationalized (Greeley
and McCready, 1974; Isajiw, 1974;,Glazer,and Moynihan, 1975; Dashefsky,
1975; Keyes, 1976; van den Berghe, 1976; Banks, 1978; Greeley and Jacobson,
1978; Sarna, 1978).. Same trends in the conOeptua1iz4tion and operationali-
zation of ethnicity have begun to emerge, however, gra these trends serve
as the basis for the focus of/ethnicity employed in this discussion. -

Two major difficulties plagued the early study of ethnicityt., The
first) was clearlv'illustrated by Isajiw in his discussion of the de itions *

A of ethnicity (1974). He noted that."very few'researdhers of ethnic r
lations ever define the Meaning of 'ethnicity . . . . [of] 65 sociolog 1

and anthnOpological studies dealing with one or another aspect of ethnii.
. , 52 had no explicit definition at all", (1974:111). Thep were

several reasons Bor this problenh Two were cited by Isajiw:- 'Mere is
always the danger that any definition may be either tog narrow and therefore
inapplicable to the ethnic groups.under study, or eise too general and hence
devoid of substantive meaning." (1974:111). It appears from a reading of
material-that dealt with the various aspects of ethnicity that ethnicity
was thought in some way to be common knowledger that everyone understood
What ethnicity meant, so no explicit definitions were called for (Lavell,
1956).

The second, Major difficulty arose 'when iesearchers.did,try to define
,

the .cohcept of ethnicity; fort-the widely disparate definitiOns attributed
to the concept of ethnicity vastly uOmplicated an alreVy confused area
(Isajiw, 1974); The definitions were two basic types, those that de-
clared Objective dharacteristics, suph as language, physical dharacteris-
tics,or national descent (Gordon, 1964) as being the basis of ethnicity;.
an4 those that declared subjective dharacteriatics, that is, a self-awareness
of "being diffecent", (Weber, 1968) as being mast essential.

The dedicatlad work of Individuals working on their cmmr, and the emer-
gence of forums sudh as Ethnicity have given some regularity and stability
to the'study of ethnicity, Which.in turn 'have contributed to mudh progress
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.in the understanding of ethnicity as a concept that can be utilized.
Both the objective and subjective perceptions of ethnicity are

necessary, but alone neither is sufficient. Hence, it appears yt the
most useful approach thto e elusive'concept of ethnicity must in lude aspects
of both the objective and subjective theories Of ethnicity: ethnicity is
in fact a ccakination of both factors (Sarna, 1978). The basis for this
duality in the creation of the existence of what we call ethnicity lies
in the psychological processes relating to the Other which Sartre described.

The other is the one who is not me and the one who I am not.
This not indicates a nothingness as a given eleitent cf separation
between the Other and myself. Between the Other and myself there
is a'nothingness of separation. This nothingness does not derive
its origin from myself nor from the Other, nor is it a reciprocal $4
relation between the Other and myself. On the contrary, as a primary
absence of relation, it is originally the foundation of all relation
between the Other and me.
(1953312-13).

The implications of this distinction between the One And the Other as,.
manifested on a group level have been discussed by Sartre in Anti-Semiee
and Jew (1965), where he Idelineates the "we-they" didhotoRrWhidh character-
izes.our group relations with the Other.

fran this basic, individual, philosophical/psydhological basis, we can
extraPolate to group interrelations. There are two ways in Which others
are determined to be different: (1) "we" determine that "they" are different
and (2) "they" determine that "they" themselves are different. This distinc-
tion was made by Horowitz (1975) in his terms "other-definition" and "self-
definition" of ethhic differences. When these two definitions, the self-
definition of ethnic differences and the other-definition of ethnic differences,
converge, then the process of "ethnicization" has taken place (Sarna, 1978:373):
we can, then, vdlidly discuss ethnicity. In order to accurately understand .

ethnicity, then, bcth,the objective and subjective elements must be considered.
The operationalization of ethnicity can be accomplished only through

both a thorough understanding of the theoretical elements of the concept
and a knowledge of the history and culture of the group to be observed. The
objective element of ethnicity is determined by things that can be seen or
observed: physical dharacteristics, language, national descent. The sub,
jective element of ethnicity is determined by those percepticas which
individuals or (jroups have about themselves.

The ob-jective element of ethnicity always seems to be the more eaPilY
determined: with some degree of accuracy, and with a moderate amount of
effort, it is poisible to determine if a person speaks a particular language,
as a "native" Language, if a person's skin is a distinctive oolor, if he
has physical Characteristics associated with a particular group of people
(e.g., Negroid, Oriental', Caucasian); or if a person's ancestors derived
from a particular geographic or cultural area. The ease with which we
have thought that we can determine these objective elements of ethnicity
has certainly been a factor in the use of this element alone in determining
ethnicity (Greenberg, 1969). The whole phenomenon of "passing", however,
is just one factor which puts into question the total reliability of sudh
a method of determining ethnicity. Another consideration that illustrates
the unrelidbility of using this method alone is the number of people who
do not "look" like a particulA ethnic group, but whcfe nonetheless identify

,
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with the group. Thus, we must turn to the sUbjective dharacteristics in
order bo complement the objective and get a whole view ce ethnicity.

The sUbjective element of ethnicity is not as easy to determine, or
atleast ithas not been peroeived'as being easy to determine, and hence
there has been either &difficulty in operationalizirg this element, or
a total ignofing ce its importance. The understandirg of the sUbjective
dimension of ethnicity however, is greatly enhanced by making a further
-distinctionLwithin this general element: the sdbjective eleMent of ethnicity .

can be divided into What may'be.terrped "manifest" sUbjective ethnic identi-

fication and "latent" sUbjective ethnic identificAion (MurdoCk, 1978).
Manifest sdbjective ethnic identification can be defined as that identifi-
cation with a group that an individual consciously makes When fbrced to
(Sartre, 165). Sudh an identification is made by an individual when
asked his ethnic badkground or, more subtly, When the individual is subr.
jected to aFejorative discussion of his ethnic group. At such,a juncture,
an individual who might not otherwise think consciously of himself in
ethnic terms seeks a defensive identification with the groull'in question.
The identification does not have to be overtly expressed, and probably
will notice if the cost of such an admission would outweigh tjaa benefits
(Sarna, 1974). Manifest subjective ethnicity dan. be determined by asking
an individual to state What ethnic group he, ochds parents belong to. k

Latent sdbjective ethnic identification is that dimenhibh oe ethnicity
which is most difficult to determine. 'It consists of those attitudes, values
or patterns of beHavior which an individual unconsciously engageT in or
adheres to regardless of negative or positive stimuli. Although the sub-
jective dimension ce ethnicity is dharacterized by the voluntariness dis-
cussed by Horowitz (1965), that voluntariness is often curtailed by a degree

4. of consciousness Whidh dharacterizes this latent identification: since
the identification is largely unconscious, voluntariness of adherence may
not even enter into the identification. In order to determine if an indi-
vidual makes sudh a latent identification, it is necessary to determine what
values4 attitudes or patterns of behaviour dharacterize a particular gràup .

and then determine if the individual adtierelitthem to Oy substantial degree.
The operationalization of ethnicity in 's study entailed a combinatiOn,

of both cbdective and sdbjective dimensions of the concept. The author,
with the assistance of the teadhers, made &visual, or objective, determina-
'tion ce whether the children were White, Chicano cc American Indian. If
they were determined to be American Indians, then.there was attempt to

7
determine if they wereArapahoe or Shcshoni. This objective tegorization
was made on the basis ce physical characteristics, especiall fabial dharacter-
istics, that allowed some accuracy of,division according to, bcoad categories
and even a degree of acOuracy in determining tribal membership. These
distinctions were aided by school membership, which grouped Arapahoes, pce-

, dominantly in one sdhool, Shoshonis in another, and Whites in a third,
though there Was no absolute division based on schools.

,

The Latent subjective dimension of ethnicity was measure] by asking
0 the dhildren haw much of their tribe's fanguage they spoke, asking them

how mudh of the tribal language members ce theirlamilies spoke, and also
asking them to identify/define distincitve elements ce their tribe's 4

cultural traditions. 'Although language is usually viewed as an objective
characteristic ce ethnicity, with regard to American Indian tribal languages,
language assumes both a subjective and.objective dimension, because there
is no new source of native language speakers, as mdght be the case with
Chicanos in California who experience the influx Of spanieh-speakers from
Mexico. American Indian Languages have been kept alive by members of tfie
tribe, despite mudh pressure to do away.with them (3euf, 1977:20), and
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thus language use constitutes an important and reliable variable in deter-
mining ethnicity Bor American Indians.

the fiocusbf the present discussion is the effect which ethnicity has ,

on political trust; therefore, it is imperative to examine the concept of
politioal.trust as well.

B. POLITICAL TRUST

An interest in-the support whidh a political system enjoys is
fundamental. As David Easton has noted, support is a "major summary
variable Linking a system to its environment." (1965:156) We .also know
that, without some minimal level of support, a system will-not continue
to'function (Easton,1965:158). Following Easton's analysis, we can
distinguish two kinds of support Bor a system -- specific and diffuse
(1965:267) --and each of these kinds of support is manifested in either
Observable behaviors or attitudinal dispositions (Easton, 1965:159-61).
While specific support has limited usefulness,.diffuse suPport is always
essential, for it "forms a reservoir of favorable attitudes or good wdll
that helpsmedoers to accept or tolerate outputs to whidh they are opposed
or the effect of Which they see as damaging to their wants." (Easton;
1965:273). Hence, it is important to exaMine the levels of support,
especially the diffuse support, Which madoers of a system have. SuCh
levels of support give some'indication of the stability of the system.

Childhood political socializzation studies have focused primarily oh
the levels of support whiCh dhildren express toward their political
systems, though'there has also been some investigation into the level and
kinds of political knoAdedge retained by children. While early studies
emphasized the positive support Which dhildren in general have for
political institutions, 1.plues and authorities (Hyman, 1959; Greenstein,. ,

1965; Hess and Tbrney, 1967), it is commonplace now to assert that dhildren
are less supportive than they mere even twenty years ago (Dawson, Prewitt
and Dawson, 1977; Arterton, 1974; Hershey and Hill, 1975). To explain
this,change in attitudes, we have looked to the influence of television,
the dhange in social values and patterrs of behavior, or political events
like the Vietnam War and Watergate. What is often obscured by the
dedicatico with Which we pursue this development in dhildhood political
socialization patterns is the fact that large percentages of Children are
still largely supportive of,political institutions, political values and
political authoritieq. And it is this continuing support whiCh dhould
assume primary importance, for, despite the influences Of cynical television
programming, dhanging social mores and demoraliiing political events, not
only has the American political system survived and remained functional,
but the system seems to be producing children that continue to be largely
supportive.

Trust is a vital element of the diffuse support whidh every political
system must cormand in Order bo survive. Political trust is defined
variably as the lack of political cynicism (Garcia, 1973:114) and as
respect for political authorrities, institutions CT norms (Andrain, 1971:
45). Political trust id an expression not only of gOvernmental legitimacy,
but alsola belief in the capabilities of the political system. Respect
for the elements of the litical system may produce enough support and
obedience that e politi& 1 system may undertake unpleasant or unpopular
policies withou fear of undue instability.

eve sYstem needs, and demands, some degree of trust, most
studies cf political attitudes have Bound that-trust in goVernment tends
to diminish as a person grows older (Andrain, 1971:105; Jennings, 1968:
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463). Studies of childhood political socialization among minority groups
have revealed that dhildren from low socio-economic backgrounds, ethnic
and racial minority groups and isolated rural areas tend to, have lower
levels of political trust at even the'youngest levels, than is the case
for,theWhite,'ffiddle-class, urban Children Who were most likely to'be
the subjects of earlli socialization studies (Jaros, Hirsh and Fleron, 1968;
Greenberg, 1969; Lyons, 1970).

The levels of political trust held by the Children in this study .

were measured by constructing a measure of truSt and cynicism questions,,,
that focused on specific'levels of government: federal, state and tribal.
These questicins-asked the Children if they trusted these governmental
entities, if they thought what happened in these governmental units would
happen 'no matter What people did, and if they thought thse governmental
entities cared about them. In this way, not only ws it possible to
determine the Children's levels of trust toward eadh level of government, -

but alsoto.compare the levels of trust which they ekhibited for the
federal, state and tribal governments.

"

, An investigation into political trust presents more than mere academic -

interest, however, bor political trust has been found to be higly related
to political participation: "Political cynicism ,(or the Lack of trust)
and its converse, trust, have been found to be highly related to political
participation. If.a person feels distrust of public officials, it is
likely to decrease political interest and participation." (Garcia, 1973:
110. Thus, determining the level of a dhild's political trust might be
instructive in an attempt to help predict adult political behavior and
'its effect on the political system.

-

III. HYParHESES

Pteioils studies of dhildhood political socialization have noted
that minority Children tend to be less positive and supportive than White
dhildren intheirattitddes toward government (Greenberg, 1969; Jaros,
Hirsdh and Fleron, 1968; Hirsdh,-1971). These studies have also emphasized
the fact that minority dhildren tend to lose some of their supportive

,attitudes toward governmeltinstitutions, processes and authorities at
a faster rate than is the among White Children, so that by the eighth

we or ninth grade the minority Children,are mudh less positive in their
political attitudes than Whites. Same maintain that this rapid decline
in support is a r;eflection of minori.tydhildren's growing realization
that Cheir position in the political, economic and social environment is
at a marked disadvantage compared to the position of.Whites in the society
(Garcia, 1973:186).

Like other minority dhildren, American Indian dhildren find themselves
in a less advantageous position in the political system than White.children.
Both the historic and contemporary'position of American Indians (2hcluding
the Arapahoe anqrShodhoni studied7here) is less than favorable, When
compared with that of'White Society. For generations the White cture
in the United States has tried to exterminate, dhange, or at least-hide
American Indians (Cahn, 1969; Trenholm, 1970; Trenholm and Carley, 1964Y.
Any movesto understand American Indian cultures, political processes and
economic structures have been slow and halting, even reluctant and,
largely, academic (rhorton and Grasmick, 1979). TOday, American Indians
hold little political or social power in American society, and economically
most American Indians fall well below the average (Beuf. 1977; U.S. . .

Government, 1981).



Unlike other illinority children, however, American Indian dhildren
hold a unique relationship with the federal government. The trustee
relationdhip WhiCh exists between the federally-recodnized tribes and the
United States government through the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) of
the Department of Interior gives the federal government more direct'
influence ver these dhildren's lives'than is the case for any other
grcupFerican dhildren (1Sy1or, 1974). This islationahip 'has not
always operated for the benefit of the American Indians involved, so

(there is a strong historical experiential basis for non-supportive
political attitudes among American Indians (Trenholml, 1970; Trehholmand
Carley, 1964).

Finally, American Indian dhildren face a governmental entity'which
doe: not exist for White Children, and that is the tribal government.
Tribal governments control most politica/ interea9aons on their
reserVations, but the tribes themselves also serve as cultural, social
arid familial units as well. The tribal governmental situation on the
Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, Where this study wad undertaken, is
furtht'complicated by the fact that two separate tribes, the Arapahoe and
the Sboshoni, historic eneaies (Trenholatard Carley, 1964:22), were placed
"on the same teservation in the nineteenth century.. Even today the tribes
remain largely separate:with tribal councilmen and a tribal dhairman
being elected from eadh tribe as representatives on the Joint Tribal
Council.

Based on the historic relationship between White pociety and Americah
Indian tribes, results froat previous Childhood political socialization
studies and the proximity and familiarity Whidh Shoat be enjpied by a
tribal government, two hypotheses concerning the effects of ethnicity on
political trust, as manifested by Arapahoe and Shoshoni Children, were
formulated: A

(1) The American Indian dhildren with higher levels of
ethnicity would be more trusting of the tribal
government than of the White-daMinated federal
and state governments.

(2) The Americari Indian dhildren with lower levels of
ethnicity would be more trusting of the federal and
state governments than of the tribal government.

rime considerations were given careful thought When this.study was
initiated. First, the fact that the subjects were dhildren made careful
construction and presentation of the questions vital. Children often do
not perceive concepts or translate words into images in the same way
that adults do (Donaldson,1.978). Therefore, it was important for thl
questions to be as simple as possible bo avoid confusion and misinterpre-
tation and to make sure that the dhildren were answering the/questions
Chat ve thought we were asking. For example, rather than asking the.
Children questions about government in general, we adked them questions
about specific levels of goverrment:ki.federal, state and tribal.

Second, the fact that these4particalar dhildren were American Indians
made a thoughtful consideration of the language and concepts utilized
imperative, for these dhildrekbad been socialized by Ameritan In4j.an as
well as White agents, and therefore they might hold different perceptions
of certain concepts or words. For example, the word "nation" Was not

-7-
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used in any of the questions, in order to avoid any confusion Aith these
dhildren might have with the 'United States es a ,nation and their tribes
as nations.

With these considerations in mind, this study was conductedin four
orthe.s.schools on the Wind River Reservation'in the Fall of 1976.
The dhildren ranged in age from the third to' the, eighth grades and they
were predominately American Indian, though about a third of the sample
was composed of White dhildren Who attended these re4ervation sdhools.
Most of the American Indian dhildren were from the Arapahoe tribe or the
Shoshoni tribe. Table 1 dhows the number of Arapahoe, Shosboni and!qhite
dhildren in this study, by grade level.' - -

A sizeable group of Children, about:60 in number, termed themselves
as "Shoraps." These dhildren had one parent from the Arapahoe tribe dbd
one from the Shoshoni tribe. Because of the difficulties presented with
regard to ethnicity by sudh a mixed tribal heritage, these dhildren'were
excluded from the analysis for the,present discussion.

The sample utilized for this study was not random, since asmany
children as were available in the sdhobls to whidh we were granted access
were,interviewed. The total number of students interviewed, about four'
hundred and twenty-five, constituted more than half of all the (stkidents
in'thesegrades in all the schools on the reservation. First ahd'second
grade children were not interviewed because they tend to have considerable
difficulty in understanding even the simple concepts employed in sudh a
study.

Table 1

Number of Children In the Wind River .t.udy

by Ethnic Croup and Grade

Grade Arapahoe Shoshoni White Total
3 4 25 16 45
4 21 21 23 65
5 8 12 25 . 45
6 7 ,19 25 51
7 9 20r 23 52
8 16 14 24 54

TOtal 65 111 136 312

The questions were read by the author to all the dhildren in all the
grades, inierder to avoid any poocedural differenceithat might affect
responses,*and to avoid any difficulties presented by a lack of reading
skills. :the children marked their answers to each question on their -.
individual copies of the questionnaire. Although a large number of items
were included on the whole questionnaire, the present discussion will
focus only on those questions which deal with political trust and ethnicity.

The questions Which comprised the measure cf.political trust were
(1) Do you think the United States government can be trusted? (2) Do you
think the'United States government cares about you or your family? and
(3) Some people say that what happens in the Unites States government
will happen no matter what people do. They say it is like the weather,
there is nothing people can do about it. Do you agree or disagree? These
questions tapped both the trust and the cynicism elements in this attitude
toward government. The same questions were asked of the dhildren about

-8-
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cs
the Wyoaing state government and the-Tribal Council government in order
to neasure trust of these political systems and to compare trust toward
different levels of government. High trust was reflected in positive
answers bo the first two questions, combined with A negative'amswer to
the third question. All other response caMbinations were deemed to
reflect a lesser level of trust, and were labelled as low trust.

The objective element of ethnicity was determined by a caMbination
of observer and dhild tribal identification. The objective element is
reflected in the following discussion-by the general categorization of
tribe name.and the sUbjective element of ethnicity is reflected in the
level of,ethnic identification. Three questions comprised the ethnicity
scale. These questions of necessity had to be different for the Arapahoe

/ and the Shoshoni dhildren, since they have different cultural heritages.
These questions tapped the manifest and latent subjective elevents'of
ethnicity. The questions used for the Arapahoe dhildrenwerel(1) How
much Arapahoe do you speak? (2) Does anyone in your family speak AraPahoe?
and (3) What is the Flat Pipe? Questions used for the Shoshoni Children
were (1) How mudh Shoshoni do'you speak? (2) Does anyone' in your family
speak shoshoni? arid (3) Whaedo yocu think the Sun Dance is foc? The
question about the Fiat Pipe measured knowledge of an Arapahoe religious
object; the question about the Sun. Dance measured knowledge of a Shoshani
religious tradition.'

These questions were used to construct a Guttman scale. Those
dhildren Who spoke a lot of their tribal language,.Whose,families also
,spcke the tribal,Language and Who could correctly identify an outStanding
element of their tribal cultural tradition were labelled as having a high
level of ethniCity. Those dhildren who spOke little or none oftheir
tribal language, Whose faMilies did not speak the tribal language,,and
who cculd not identify a salient traditional culjural element of their
tribe were labelled as having a low level of ethnicity. Those children
with mixed response patterns were labeiled as having nedium levels of
ethnicity.

Once the analysis for eth4city levels ws completed, the children
were considered acCording to their level of ethnicity rather than their
tribal heritage. These categorizations were then utilized in determining
levelh of politica/ trust. In this way, then, the effects of ethnicity
on political trust were determined.

V. RESULTS

A. GOVERMENIAL TRUST.

In the summer of 1863 the United,States Government signed a.treaty
with the Shoshoni at Box Elder, in the Utah Territory (U.S. Government,
1863). The land reserved to the Shoshoni by this treaty lies in the
region where the Wind River Reservation is ,today. Fourteen years 1ter,
the federal government was still assuring the Shoshoni that the Ar
would not be paaced on their reservation (Trenholm, 1976). In 1877,
however, the,Arapahoe weretemporarily settled on a portion of land
which had been reserved for the .Shoshoni. Not until 1935, however, did
Congress pass an enabling act whiCh allowed the thoshonr'to sue the United
States Government for the lossess they sustained from the settlement of
the Arapahoe on their Land. The Shoshoni won their suit, but the decision
included a provision that the award of several million dollars be decreased
by the amount which the federal government had spent for improvements on
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the Wind River Reservation. Several years prior to the settlement of the
Arapahoe on the Wind River Reservation President William Henry Harrison
had presented a silver saddle to the famous Shoshpni leader, Washakie,

.

in appreciation Bor his asista4ce in saving a company of cavalry from
ambush. _On the list of improvements tothe Wind River Reservation,by
Whidh the United States Government sought to reduce the award granted to
the Shoshoni in 1935 was the cost of the silver saddle given to Washakie:
This act of the federal government, stilr remembered,today, gave bitter
meaning to the term "Indianrgiver" :among the Shoshoni. An "Indianrgiver"
was one who gave to an American Indian, then took away the gift (Trenholm,
1976).

.

The Arapahoe were on mudh less-friendly terms with the Whites than
were the Shoshohi under Washakie (Shakespeare, 1971:80-86). By the 1870'-s,
however, the strength of the Arapahoe bad been drained and only 938 Arapahoe,
mostly women, without food and with no means to provide it, moved toward -

Fort Washakie to be pdaced on a reservation. The fedetil government had,
hunted the Arapahoe over mudh time and territory, reducing them to this
decimated condition. The Arapahoe maintained that the'Shoshoni helped the
United States Axmy to tradk them down (Trenholm, 1970, destroying the
last strength of their pride and forcing them to sue Es5r peace under any
terms (Shakespeare, 1971:90). Thus, it was with greatbitterness toward
both the United States Government and their traditional °enemies the Shodhoni,
that the Ar4ahoe were settled on a portion of the Wthd River Reservation.

These two still-remembered events-in the history of the Arapahoe and
the Shoshoni tribes wculd certainlyslead one to assume that the children
ofthese tribes might not be especially enthusiastic in their support of
the federal government. Thus, we hypothesized that the Aketican Indian
dhildren with high levels of ethnicity would be less trusting of the
federal and ttate governments, Whidh are dominated by Whites, than they
would be of their tribangovernment. Those American Indian dhildren with
lower levels of ethnicity are not as,well-socialized into their tribal
normd and values, so it was hypothesized that they would be more trUsting
of the federal and state goverments than of the tribal government.

As a baseline Bor ccmprison,_it is instructive to examine initially
the difference between the American Indian dhildren and the White dhildren
in Lhe sample with regard to trust for the.fdderal, state and.tribal
governments. Table 2 shows the differences between these two groups of
dhildren.

't%

Table 2
. .

Levels of Trust Expressed by American Indian and White Children
.Toward-the United States Government, the Wyoming State Government

and the Tribal Council Government

United States
-Government

Wyoming
Government

Tribal
Government

r -High

Trust
Low
Trust

High
Trust

LoW
Trust

High
Trust

Low
Trut.t\

AmeaCan Indian
Children..,
N=176 33.0 67.0 35.2 64.8 52.3 47.7
White
Children
N=136 _

7

55.1- 44.9 60.3 39.7 39.7 60.3
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It is clear from the tepponse patterns in.Table 2 that the lte

Children were much more trusting of the federal and state governments
than of the tribal government:,' It is also clear that the American'thdian
children were more trusting than the White,children of the tribal government.
Finally, it is obvious as well that the American Indian dhilaren were more
trusting of the tribel goverrivent than of the federal and state governments.

, Such results are predictable, both from the historic interactions of
these tribes'with particularly-the federal government, and from Previous
studies Which showed minority dhildren to be less supportive and trusting
of the federal governirdnt than White Childr4h. The initial pattern, then,
is clear. The question whiChis presented is how ethnicity affects levels
of political trust.

B. THE EFFECTS OF ETHNICITT ON POLITICAL TRUST

The hypothesis that high levels of ethnicity would adversely affect
political trust in federal and state government and increase trust in
tribal government would lead one to assume,that the basic'differences
between American indian and White dhildren eXhibited above would be ex-
aggerated When introducing the element of,ethnicity. Table 3 reflects
the levels of trust for the federal gbverriment exhibited, by the American
Indian children, by their level of ethnicitli:

4

Table 3

Levels of Trust in the United Stateg Governnent Expressed
bY American Indian ,Ohildren, by Levels of Ethnicity

Level of
.Trust LeVel of Ethnicity

High
N=64

'Medium
N=68.

Low
N=44

High 31 3 25.0 47.7

Law 68.8 75.0 52.3
2

X =-.0412

Table;3 shows that the American Indian dhildren with high levels of-
ethnicity were muCh legs likely to trust the United States Government than
are tbe dhildren with low levels of ethnicity. The dhildren with high
levels of ethnicity were slightly less likely than the American Indian
dhildren_a4 a whole to trust the federal government, While, those dhildren
with low levels of ethnicity were much more likely than the whole group
oE American Indian dhildren to trust this governmental entity. The group
of children with a 'Tedium level of ethnicity, however, appeared to be the
least likely' of any of the American'Indian Children to ekhibit a sense of
trust in the United States Government.

The same trend_appeared to,hold true for levels of trust in the Wyoming

I t
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stateaDovernmedt. Table 4 shows that the Children with medium levels of
ethnielity'were least likely of all the American Indian childrep to trust
the/state government, though the Children with the highest levels of ethnicity
Were not far,beltind. The children with the lowest levels of ethnicity werp,
as in the case Box' the federal government, most'likely to trust the state
government. The children with medfum and high ethnicity levels, however,
were slilhtly mire willing to express trust in the stte government than
in the federal government.

Table 4

Levels of Trust in the Wyoming State Government
Expressed by American Indian Children by Lemels

of Ethnibity.

Level cf
Trust Level of Ethacity

High Medium Low
. N=64 N=68 N=44

'H49h -34.4 4 21.9 47.7

Low 65.6 72.1 52.3
2

X = .0995 .

The effects of ethnicity are shown above with regard to trust in the
federal 4n4state governments, with the Children with high levels of ethni...:

L city being less likely than the Children with the lowest levels of ethnicity
tote trusting of these levels of government. Ethnicity has an even more
,marked effect on levels of trust Bor the tribal government, ag Table 5
illustrates.

Table 5

Levels of Trust in,the Tribal Council Government
Expfegsed by American Indian Children,.by Levels

of Ethnicity

Level cf
Trust Level of Ethnicity

1

High

Low
2

X = .0314

High Medium .Low
N=64 N=68 N=44

64.1 41.2 52.3

35.9 58.8 47.7



It appeared that the dhildren with high ethnicity were much more
likely than the whole group of American Indian dhildren to have a high ',
level of trust in the tribal government. The same percentage of children
in the low ethnicity group expreSsed high levels of trust in the tribal,
government as %as the case ..for the American Indian dhildren:as a group,

and it was-the 6hildren with medium levels of ethnicity that were less
likely than the Whole group to express high trust in the tribal govern-
ment. Not only were the dhildren witkhigh ethnicity much Illbre likely
than either the medium or low ethnicity groups of dhildren to express
high levels of trust in the tribal government, but these children were
also much more likely to express trust in the tribal government than in
either the stape or the'gederal government. While the dhildren with low
ethnicity_%ere leds likely than the highly etfinic dhildren to express,.
high trust in the tribal government, still bore than half of this group
of children did have a high trust Bor the tribal' government. The dhildren
with nedium levels of ethnicity were, interestingly enoagh, least likely
of al,,l the dhildren to express high levels of trust in the tribal governr
ment, although they Were much morewtbling'to trust the tribal government,
apparently, Chan they were to trust either the state or the federal govern-
ments. The dhildren with the low levels of ethnicity, contrary to our ,
hypothesis, were also slightlpmore likely to express high levels of
trust in the tribal government than 1,11 the federal or State governments.

VI . DISCUSSION

A. RESPONSE PATTERN TRENDS A

Several trends appeared from the response patterns of the American
Indian dhildreni on measures of political trust. First, the American Indian
dhildren.werd"-less trusting than White dhildren of federal and state
governnents. The differences between the two groups_of dhildren in their
trust of thede le.rels of government were marked: While only about one-third
of the American Indian dhildren expressed high levels of trust, between
55% and 60% of the White dhildren 'had high levelsof trust for 'the Wyoming
and United States governments. Second, the American Indian children were
more willing than the Whiteldhildren to express a high degree of trust

%in the tribal gOveinnent: more than half of the American Indian dhildren
had high trust in this governmental entity, but less than 40% of the White
dhildren expressed high trust in the tribal government. 'the fact that the
tribal council government enjoyed some support from White dhildren, however,
is also reflected in these responses. If almost 40% of the White dhildren
had a highievel of,trust in the tribal government, despite the fact that
the White Children are less trusting-than the Americah indian dhildren of
the tribal government, one coUld still assume that many of the White dhildren
have a degree of support Bor the tribal government. While this subject
is beyond the scopeof the present.discussion, such a finding should prove if

to be a valuable Eocus for further inquiry.
A third trend discernible from the dhildren's responses is the general

effect of ethnicity-on political trust. The effect which ethnicity has on
political trust has several facets. First, high levels of ethnicity seem
to produce lower levels of trust in fediral and state governmehts and
higher levels of trust in tribal government. Second, low levels of ethnicity
seem to produce higher levels of trust in federal and state government and
lower levels of trust in tribal government. Third, and most perplexing,
is the effect of a medium level of ethnicity. Those dhildren with medium
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levels Of ethnicity seemed to be the least trusting of all the children,
regardless of the level of goverment. These children-with medium levels
of ethnicity were much more willing to express high levels of trust in the
tribal goVernment than in either the federal or state governnents, but
only 41% of.the'children%fithmedium ethnicity levels expressed high trust
in even tlie tribal goverment. Only about one-quarter of this gnoup of
tdhildren was willing to express high trust in the other twO levels of govern-
ment. ,Fourth,rethnicity did not seem to affect trusOof tribal goverment
anong the dhildren with the lowest levels of ethnicity in the expected
Trennen 'Even the children with law levels of ethnicity were more willing
to express high trust in the tribal.governmemt than in either the federal
or state-governments.

Neither age nor sex have any discernible pattern, o.ç. effect on the
effects of ethnicity on political trust. Aloartial derfelation 'procedure -
ran on the effects of the variables of sex and hge Showed no sidnificant /
influence.- Controlling for age and sex in a simple cross tab:ULhtion shaded
that children of different ages tended to respond differently, but there
%es no pattern at all to their responde7differences. They may have ex-
hibited low trust in the third grade, high trust in the fourth and fifth.
grades., nediocre trust in the sixth,aneso on. 7he same kind of eclectic
response patterns were revealed %ten oont*Aling for sex. It seems, therefore,
that ethnicity itself does indeed have the effect on political,trust discussed
above.

o

B. cAUSES AND imPLICATIONS'

The trends in the levels of trustexpressed by the American Indian
children are interesting, but two questions remhin. First, what causes
sudh patterns of trust, ana second, what do ,these patterns mean?

1. Causes

The brief discussions of ArapahOd and Shoshoni history and the refa-
ences t.lo the nanture of the historical interadtions between Whites and
American Indiars provide stnang indications of Why the American.Indian ! ,

dhildren in this sample'responded the way they did4on measures of trust,

history, combined with a view of the contemporary relations een Whites

for the federal, *state and tribal governments. A fuller examition cf

ard American Indians provides the fullest explanation.for the response
patterns-of,political trust encountered here. .It beccaes quite clear
from such an examination.that not onlythaye the White-daminatedsgovernMental
units acted injess than trustworthy ways, but that the consequences of
these actions are a reality for American Indians in their political;
edomonic and social liyes.

First, except fOr the tribal goverriments, all other levels of government
-- federal, state and local -- are, and fiave always been, dominatelpyWhites.:
This fact is impressed upon dhildren not only in their own personal experi-
ences, but also by the media, Whidh seldom even portrays American Indians
except in simplistic or romanticized fictional roles, or when American
Indiarb have engaged inrsone type of political protest (Beuf, 1977:8).

Seconi, American Indians in general tend to be at a disadvantage in
White economic society. The Arapahoe and Shodhoni provide nO exception to
this tendency; TheSuperintenfOnt of the Wind River Reservation reported
in April of 1981 that 53.1% of the American Indians on and around the
Reservatlanwere unemployed. This rate of unemployment among American
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Indians compared with the 3-4% overall unemployment rate for'the rest of
Wyoming at that time. Additionally, almost 40% 9f the American Indian
pcpul4tion on the WiM River Reservation received less than $5,000 in
annual income (U.S. Government, 1981).

Zinally, it is painfully evident from both readings and personal
discussions that socially American Indians are not cOnsidered to be on
the same social status level as Whites. American irdians are cften
perceived in the least favorable manner by Whites and are often treated
according to these unfavorable perceptions (Braroe, 1975:87-120).

2. Implications

ElseWnere I have,documented the high levels of attadhment Whidh these
save American Indian dhildren have expressed Boor expecially the federal
(*government (Murdotk, forthcoming). Therefore it would seem that should
th5tir lack of-trust continue into their adult political roles, these
children would still continue to be supportive and theref re nct present
a major obstacle to the stability of the extant political system.° However,
high levels of aitadhment and low levels of trust in juxtpottion are a
significant combination Bor adult political.rolea. The i1tplicatiors of
sOch a'combination of political attitudes,would seem to portend a group
of adults that supports the political Nystem, but are not satisfied with
either the allocation of resources.or,the methods of allocation. Put
.simply, these dhildren may be bothtspphisticated and discerning intheir
approadh to political systems,in their adultpolitical roles: they will
support the system,'but they will nct be easily fooled or manipulated.

0
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